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Saucy Star Signs: THESE Zodiacs Send the Most Nudes
•
•
•
•

Geminis send the most nudes
Virgos send the least nudes
While Libras don’t send many nudes, Scorpios love getting freaky and send
nudes every few weeks.
Most crabs are all for receiving nudes but will only send the occasional nude
every few months, while Aquarius and Leos send nudes at least every week.

Of course, many factors determine how likely someone is to send nudes. E.g. your confidence and
libido. But... as with so many things, our astrology can shape our sexual personalities, influencing our
likeliness to send nudes.
OnBuy.com has analysed various character traits associated with each star sign to reveal which zodiac
signs send the most nudes.
You might be surprised ...

Which Zodiac Signs Send the Most Nudes
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)– You are known for your fun personality and dislike
anything boring and dull. You are keen to send one nude a week, to keep your sex life spicy.

Pisces (February 19 - March 20) – Since sex for you is a truly magical experience, you prefer
to meet in person and don’t tend to send nudes. You may send the occasional photo once
every few months.

Aries (March 21 - April 19) – You represent the fire sign, being the most active of all the signs.
It is in your nature to act, sometimes before you think, about it well and this can be seen in
your nude- sending behaviours. The recipient of an Aries nudes can expect a photo at least
twice a month (if not more).

Taurus (April 20 and May 21) Being a Taurus you value your privacy. Nudes aren’t your style
and you’d much rather be sensual than sexual. The recipient of a Taurus shouldn’t expect
nudes anytime soon, with one nude a year being your best luck.

Gemini (May 22 – June 21) – Ooooh, you love sending nudes! You send the most nudes out
of all the signs, often sending multiple a DAY.

Cancer (June 22 - July 22) – Being a Cancer you are often a guarded sign. Most crabs like to
are all for receiving nudes but will only send a lucky few theirs once a foundation of trust has
been established. You may send the occasional nude every few months, but this will fluctuate
throughout the year.
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Leo – (July 23 - August 22) You are professionals at sending nudes, you love showing off your
body and giving other people a reason to shower you with compliments. The recipient of
these nudes should expect to receive at least 3 nudes a week!

Virgo (August 23 - September 22) – “No way in hell!” Virgos are viewed as one of the purest
signs and nudes just aren’t your thing. You may get one photo in a blue moon, but if your
waiting for a Virgo to send you nudes… DON’T.

Libra (September 23 - October 22) - Being an air sign, you take your partners very seriously…
including your nudes. You may occasionally send your partner nudes, but you’ll only send the
best. It will often take time to get the perfect snap- sending around 1-3 nudes every few
months.

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) – There's no denying your freakiness you love sending
nudes. Whoever gets blessed with your nudes better be ready. Expect a photo every 2 weeks
from a wild Scorpio.

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) – Archers are an adventurous sign and up for
anything. Any Sag knows when you fall for someone you won’t be able to resist sending them
nudes. Sagittarius will likely send one nude every month (depending on your love life).

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) – You love sending your partners nudes. You are
always prepared storing a folder of treasured nudes on your phone. Capricorns will send these
out regularly- approx. one every week.
ENDS
Notes to Editors: We really hope you find this release useful. If you do end up using it, we would
appreciate a link to credit https://www.onbuy.com/gb/ who commissioned the data. A link credit
allows us to keep supplying you with future content that you may find useful.
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